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FORWARD

f

There are many w to introduce charge .into schools, and different

A
approaches may be more or less appropfIate in different contexts. In some

oases, pressing needs for social reform may necessitate a change in legis-

lation or a court decision. In other caseb, change may occur only through

the development%Jg advocacy groups and conflict.

administratively mandated change'may be the most

larly where the changes are relatively simp,le or

formly throughout a system.

In still other cases,

effective method, particu

are to be introduced uni

This report is about an approach to planned change in schools that

rel4es upon col aboration between teachers and administrators and the devel-

opment cf.conse us abZwt needs and solutions. This approach is not appro-

priate

I

in all situations, and it has a number of serious drawbacks (including

ifs relatively high cost in terms of both time and moneyy. However,,asye 4

studied the curr.iculum improvement efforts of schools involved in one feder-
.

illy funded change program, we became convinced that effectively imp lemented

'local action teams," composed of teachers and administrators, could be sig-
.

nificant.factors in achieving positiye school changes

The decision- making processes we observed were inmost cases quite differ -

ent from those that are typically used in schools. For this reason, we felt

a-

ft

it would be useful to summarize the structures, procedures, and activities of

the more successful local action teams for the benefit of other teachers'and

administrhtors.. This report, then, is not,intended,as a research report but

rather as a practical guide for principalb and teachers who might wish to de-
.

velop licia1 action teams.in their -own settings.

i
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' In June of 1976 the NationalInst itute of Education (NIE) established the
.

Research and Development Utilization (RDU) pfogram as a new action-research ef-
.

fort in dissemination.t.This proge4p was designed to:

apply research-based products or ideas to school problems ;

-et develop a problem-solving process, whereby schools)Auld
systematically identify such problems and-select and imple-

ment new ideas; and

organize a linkage'system, whereblikational, state, and

other external resources would be made available to school
personnel.

The RDU program is unusual among fearaIly funded dissemination strate-

gies because of its dual commitment to the dissemination and use of R&D prod-

uCts and the development of local school capabilities to solve problems through

the use of externally generated knowledge. Other federal programs have tended

top concentrate on either product dissemination or local capacity building, but
4.

have not concentrated on an i tegrate4 model for combining the two. The core

of the RDU strategy was to pr vide each participating,site, which was either a

schoolepr a district, with assistance larthe following sequence of Activities.

identification of a problem or set of problems;

. examination or alternative solutions to the problen,
focusing' particularly on the products of educational'

research and development (R&D);

selection of a 4ecific solutionstd address the problem;

o' implementation of the ,solution;

evaluation and incorporat ion of both the solution and the

problem-solving piocess.

,:z

The service"delivery system of the RDU program operated through seven

p;ojectt,each of which:coordinated a network of organizations and individ-
.

uals who afire involved in the provision of services and.illformation to l ocal

sch6ols and school districts. As a ;hole, the seven projects operated in 20

states and served oyer.300, schools or school districts over d three -year pe-

- riod4(197671979L. Eaoh of the projects selected and made available a pool
- - =

of R&D products, which was also referred to as i knowledge base. The knowl-
'

edge bases were developed As-resources for identifying solutiohs to match4.

client school needs. The projects also deployed "linking agents" who

Ir
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coordinated the services provided to local schools and school districts, and

' who helped guide the local school peponnel in a school improftment process.

Each project supported two or more lipkers. Most operated out of an inter-
%

mediate service agency, or a state edvcatiodlagency, and each served a speci-
.

fic set of local schools or school districts. The rangef h linket's possi-

ble roles included facilitating the decisOn-jnaking process by clarifying

goals and tiro4iding leadership, and mediating among autonomous organititions_

whose resources and services required coordination.

In.keeping with the program's goal of developing the local capacit
. ,

solve school problems, the projects stressed the importance of loco , cision

making. The sites participating in the program were generally required to

have a local team of teachers and administrators who would be trained-in prob- .

lemsolving approaches, make. major decisions related to the school improvement

effort, and foster the developmEn(of local staff ownership of the program and

the selected solution.

The seven projects were regionally distributed., and involved the folloW-
.

ing:

" The Northwest Reading Consortium, involving the state de-
partments of education and other agencies in. Washington,
Oregon, Alaska, and Idaho;

1

The National Education Association Inservice Education
Project, operated in oollabotation with the departments
of education and corresponding state education assiociar
tions in.12 states:- Alabama, California, Iowa,. Massa-
Chusetts, Michigan, Minnesota; Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming;

The Consortium, operated by The NETWORK, y non-profit ,
research and service organization that coordinated the
efforts of agencies in six states: California, Connecti- ,

cut, .Kansas, Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Washington,

The Georgia Research and Development Utilization Program:
.

The Pennsylvania School Improvement PrOjram;

The 'Florida Linkage System; and

The Michigan Career Educatioft'Diseemination Project. This
project was operated by the state department of education
as were the projects in Georgia, PennSflvania and Florida.

.

In November 1977 Abt Associates Inc., a social science reiearch fir:p

based in Cambridge, Massachusetts, was contadted to conduct a study of the

RDU program. t The ongoing study addresses six major issues:
4

iii
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How relationships are managed between various agencies
that have the expert4se and resources to help local

'schools solve problems;

To what degree an intervention program such as RDU can
help schools overcome barriers to successful problem
solving (such as limited access to information, or lack
of planning skills,. etc.);

Toyhat degree the products of educational R&D are rele-

vant to the problems and contexts of local schools;

,What the iteact is of the products of educational R&D

once they have been adopted and implemented;

What factors contribuie to the institutionalization of
the RDU approach within a variety of organiiations;

How linking agents coordinate the flow of external re-.
sources to schools, and whither this helps the schools

solve problems.'

All of the seven projects havercompleted the federally 'supported ser-
.,

vice delivery part of their activities. However, the research effort by Abt

Associates will continue until the spring of 1981. The lessons that can be

learned from the activities and outcoMes of the, program will have important

implications for the design and operation of dissemination programs fn edu-

cation as well.as for the design and management of future local, state, and

federli efforts to improve schools.

We would like to acknowledge the assistance of our colleagues on the RDU

study who have provided us with insights, data, and moral support. These in-

clude: Kent Chabotar, Greg Spencer, Robert Yin, and Thea Moskat. Earlier

drafts of this report also benefited from comments made by Nancy Ames, Robert

Dentler, and the project directors of several rojects. NEE/ staff.members,

including our project officer, John Egermeier, and Thel Kocher, also contrib-
.

.uted to improyempnts in both our interpretations ,anti writing. Special thanks

go to Then Moskat and Mary -Ellen Perry for their unfailing attentiom to the

details of producing this report.
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INTRODUCTION

,Schools are dynamic places, and,whether or not a school is invoned in

an organized improvement effort, decisions about change are constantly being

kmade. For,example, recurring activities' that result in scIfool change include

planning for and implementing new curricular topics (such as career educe- f-
t

tion), supplementing or replacing textbooks and materials, planning for and

implementing staff.development, activities, and seeking solutions, to persis-

tent problems (such as poor pupil performance in basic skills). Our research

has shown that, in many cases, participatory decision making produces success-
_ .

ful school change and greater staff satisfaction.

This report is about one form of participatory decision making: the

formation of local action teams at the school level. The aim of the report

is to provide administrators and teachers with guidelines for establishing

local action teams and recommendationi for enhancing team effectiveness.

The report is based on an analysis Of the experiences of 49 schools that liar-
.

ticipated in the Research and Development.Utalization program sponsored by

the National Institute of Education, but the lessons derived from this study

are applicable to all kinds of organized school improvement efforts.

What are "local action teams"?

A local action team is a formally constituted group of teachers and ad-

ministrators empowered to make decisions or engages in other tasks related to

a local school improvement effort. A local action team may be formed at

either the, school or school district level, however, this report focuses pri-

marily on school-level teams, since they were mote typical in the RDU program.

,

What distinguishes local action teams from other school-levet committees

or task forces?

The idepl model for local action teams in the RDU program differs from

the typical teacher committee or school task force--such as curriculum com-

mittees,,reading task f6rdes, or,inservice combittees. ,Key differences are;

The team has a ego in arriving at decisions, not just
=1*er-stamping theM. The team's influence when com-
pared to that of the administrator is greater than the
influence.ofmost advisory committees. ,

I
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The level of team effort ie general ly higher tha n'that of
otheeicommittees or task forces.

A "problem - solving knowledge utilization" model is fol-
. lowed to accomplish the specific objectives of the school

improvement effort. This model. is characterized by: ./

a: Needs assessment. No maer what the specific - objec-

tive, it is *preached in the context of overall school
.

objectives and needs. Those engaged in the school im-
provement effort take a step back in order to specify
problems --to search for concrete indications of prob-
lems, analyze apparent causes, assess specific needs,
and weigh them in relation to other school needs - -prior
to searching for, selecting, and implementing a solution.

b. Systematic interaction with external providers of in -
formation.and assistance. Information and assistance
are sought from outside the district - -for example, from
intermediate service districts, universities, education-
al turl labs, educational information storage and re- -

trieval services, etc. In the RDU program, special
'linking agents" based in these kinds of agencies were
responsible for connecting schools with external re-
sources, as veil as for guiding the local problem-
solving/knowledge utilization effort.

c. Emphasis on seeking field - tested, empirically validates
'solutions. Federal and State funding for improvements
'Am educational curricula, materials, and Procedures.,
has been substantial over the past decade andla half.
In many cases, the improvements developed by local
schools, universities, and research organizations have
teeriextensively field-tested and have been shown to
be applicable tolmany schools and districts. While
the RDU program assumed that school needs must be
locally defined; it also assumed that in most caste
a school would not need to develop a completelx new
program to meet those needs. Rather, the school
could search among available programs and materials

4 for a'producP that could be adapted to local cir
cumstances.

What are the purposes bf this document?
#

II
Our -analysis of the experiences of 49 schools showed that, local action

11'

teams worked, and that they worked in all kinds of settings; both elementary

and secondary; urban, rural, and suburban; and in.all areas of the country
40

(see thq Appendix for research methods). Since local action teams are not '

the typical mode of decisidn making in schools, ye have designed this report
.

for praCtitIoners who limqe information on the role of local action teams

in school improvement.' ,

4
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The intehtof ihe-report is to provide ,r

tipn aka functioning of local. action teams.

tions to then experiences pf real tchools and

of three Schools that participate in the pro
1,, .e..

in the Northeast' amtinnel-qtity ele4htary.

pboiemendations for the organi,/

In (*der to tie our recommenda-

We haves included vignettes

a rural, elementary schools

urban middle school oetheyest C

4many.elfthe,-positive and negative

program:. The vignettes, which fo

to give thexradet a better'sexpe

factors that affect their.slidgess

I in the Soutiheast; and a sub-
11.

Oast. Togethlr these three sites illustrate
- 1

experiences of sChooli involved in the RDU.

now each chapter of-the report, are intended

4 how local sjation teams operate and the

. -lhe'chapte of the resort IiiiscuSs:
*t

11.<

the coAsequendes_of shared decision making; .. v .. .eN44

Ao .ethe orgahizaion of a loCal action tea:;-:.roles and Yunctions, .?

optimal -site, reprlsehiitioA,,recruitrent nAh selectioh of- ,..

,..--' team members, trdinbtg, and garnering of support for zlreased "
.

.
times .- ..

,

. , - . ..,

the 4. , 4
the importadct of team leadership, and communication witri.non-,

. 1Y-
eam,memioers; asicr,... -

.

,-,P ;

the. ipporttnce of. preblemsolving practices and a rea-
sonablescEedul etingsoprid milestones.

, .. . . .

.

P

Before turning to the Otioiy of the report, we present a brief introduction
,.

. , 4
the three illustlative .schools and the reasons for their involvetent in the

.
N

.

school Imiprovem4nt etfbrt. /
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0 THREE &moors 4ND THEIR'PROBLEMS.

:

,

s:
0

A'

-

Northern Elementary ,

' ' .

. ,
. 0 1

' An old, brick school with an enrallmeqtt of 240 pppils in grades K

Northern
A

through 4, Northern Elementary is rocat!d in a very stable, lo4,- to middle-

* .---/
'income farming ccomunity in a northeaster state. Ninety-nine percent of

. p 4

the school's pOils are white. Most of the school's l,. cl.assrocm teachers

haye 1i/ed'in4the area for a good part of their lives; some were .born there

. and attended the district's schools and nearby state colleges. They seem

to enjoy their jobs and to get along wg11 with each other and with the prin-

"cipaU however; prior to joining the RDU project, both the principal and

the teachers were concerned that a sizable proportion ofe<thern's pupils ,

were not meeting!pe school's standards for achievement in reading. Thisr

concern was reinforced by results from a statewide assessment of school per-
-

formande.5
411'

Even before a formal needs assessment was .performed, teachers felt the

problem was due to lack oian organized', sequegtial reading program, lack

of communication among teachers, end lack of adequate diagnostic information.

The staff felt the problem was not critical and,thdeed, was an ordinary one
.

among schools, but they yere'qUite eager to improve the effeoveness of
a a a

r,
their reading prog -r

1
Ptior tothis time, they had

".

.had littl experience

4'with pbpool improv. J;:p
..,

unchanged --for--15..--ye

SouihernItlementary

.411

tivities; even their textbook series had remained A
N ow.

A poorly maintained school in the heart of a medium-sized city, Southern
.

Elementary serves A very lw-ipcome, predominantly black student population

in grades K through S. Although the,city has begun a gradual-desegregation

program, over 90 percent of,the schoOl's 400 pupils are blac/T, and Southern

Elementary is at the loWer end of the district in terms of resources and rep-
_ .

utation. The school's principal, a dedicated black woman, is determined to

develop a.grogram that not only will help children in the local black coorau-
.

nity but also will attract .pupils and teachers from other parts of.the city.

41i Prior po joining the RDU project, many Of the 25 teachers at SOutherny

felt that the school's problems were intraptable. Each year .a large per -

centAge of the school's entering kindergarten pupils scored extremely low on
. -

I
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ad inventory of readiness for learning. In the most severe cases, the. children
I

had only the most limited, concrete.vocabularies and had
.
never been more than a

....---'

.

few blocks from home. Since the school's program was not organized to overcome 1
the disadvantaged backgrounds of these children, many of Southern's pupils were

leaving the fifth grade still lacking basic skills id the areas of reading/Tan-
. ,

.
114guage arts and_ mathematics. ,The teachers were very discouraged, and each year

.

several applied for transfers to other schoolg in the district.
...

_,..

.

West Coast Middle School .

Located in a well-to-do, white suburb of a large West Coast city,... -West .

. .

I

"4-

Coast Middle School has a very attractive physical plant, set in a wooded

landscape. The school consis of four,satellite pods, d the school's 850
I

ts ang
1

pupils and 35 teachers are divided info four relatively autono6ous sub-units,

)
each with its own counselor and htad teacher. Although there is one princi-

I' pal for all four sub-units, there are few attempts to maintain a schooldvide

,

,

identity or coisistent programs and policies. The teachers are well-educated,

innovative, and highly individualistic. Most of the students come pro- ." I.

. ,

. . .

fessional families and score far above national norms in reading and mathe- -

=tics. The school became involv ed in the RDU project because the district\s.
1,,,. , : ,

.ae jj. .
assistant superintendent for curriculum decided to do something for.the few

.
.

". middle school student] who were reading kelow the level of their classmates
,

A

and thereby causing management problems. Previous attempts to help these

students had been hampered by the refusal of parents to recognize a reading

problem, by teachers' concern about attempts to reduce their autonomy, and

by the reluctance of the principal to.imi6se centialized leadership.

OP
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CONSEQUENCES 'OF SHARED recAdion MAKING

,0 6

How can sharefjecision
4 4.

. We have: found that

features to help to: ac

mak help-achieve school. improvement objectives?
. f .

team or group ,decision waking has a number of
-

cOmplish the specific objectives of a school. im-
. -

prdvemene (fort: ,
- ,,:: ?

.*".

e tt spreads the Ownership of edecisions that are made.. More
`,people have a personal stake in making the project a suc-%
Ness. -. . .
,

.
= -eilt elicits multiple perspeCrlire-s, insights, and types of

- ',Orexpertise, ill focused on thp,problera at hand. Most im-
. '..' portantly; it enlistS the perspectives of those closest,

to the problem, tieivally teachers.
.

It intrcduces, systematic communication wrong staff mem-
bers, thus daMpening thee effect of a priori assumptions
or pet'theories of particular .individuals or cliques.

-.
. .

. Where teams have responsibility for monitoring ,progr am
implementation..attenticin can be focused on comparabil-
ity and coordination across: classrooms. Common problemb

- ,,, of scope and sequence, which often fall between the cracks,
receive attention.

While shared deckAtion maki g.has some clear advantages, one might ask

if administrative d4ision making c be as effective. The"answer is

yes, in,some settings. In general, we found this to be the case in schools
where. the '-adminiitratok was.a strong and effective educational' leader whbm

,,-thetteachers trusted and respected and who took paind to spread the feeling

, of ownership by ccatmunifatirsg and listening to teachers' concerns..

What do teachers and pOncipals gain from shared:decision making?

Tebm or group decision makintr;elso has bhheficial side effects for both
teac ani principals. Theses are:

Improied staff morale; 'r'.sense of efiitacy, and sense of in-
fluence tr.* matters outside their individual classrooms.
In'some cases', there were marked fficreases in collegial-
ity striking, and the dense that staff could rely on each
other as fesources. 4

1 . ? . I

.,.. Enhancement of administrator influence within the school,
particularly..in terma.9Z instructional issues. Although
group dedision making, as desigrred to increase teacher

, involvement, .le frequently also ,had the effect of enhanc-,
ing the prrncipal's .ability to support and promote staff
intersift4
Improved coordination' comsdnicat ion, and articulation
witOin),and across grade ler(rels. - ,r

: I 1o1
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- IW Professional development of both teachers and administratoys

.

I

. .

in terms oft .
.

.
a, leiderehip experien ces;

..,

11b. problem-solving capabilities;

/ c., awareness and acceptance of oew educational knowledge

,

and practices; and'
; t

.d.., awareness of resources ayailable for problem solving.

--"i'hese side effects of group decision making were, of course, absent in sites

where were made unilaterally by an aninisttator.
. , .

That can god wrong?
Jou

1
r

The potential pitfalls of group decision making are largely avoidable",

although psoblefs may arise when sound group decision-making pracAces are
. ,

Jagnored. For example:

41

to Conflicts. within the team, or between the team and admin-

istrators, may be raised and not resolved, thereby pre-

venting consensul,,fram, being reached.
.

-
,

The team may be regarded as an elite and may be resented

_ by other staff, especially if care is not taken to cm-

,
municate With these ,staff and involve them in the deci-
sion mating.

.
,

Frdstration and a lowering of ita.ff morale may result it:

a. Steady progress is ndt made from one meeting to tpe

next.. t4 I

4

b. le overall acocess takes an unreasonable imount of
tiro -and effOrt, given the circumstance's and the out-

.

comei. . ,e,

c. Decisions are subverted or dictated by ,the adminis-

Nation or other-outside parties. . n./
d:. Team membeie are not provided adequate orientation

A ..

and therefore 65 not understand what they are sup - ,

podia to do or where it is' leading. , 1
.

I ti
Group decision making does have some inherent drawbacks. For example,

e ''
group meetings may take teachers away from their classrooms more often or

.
,

for a lo6ger time than they would like, the released time for theie teachers
,

6

is an siditiopal expenie, and decision making may be less "efficient." =ipso

drawbacks, hoVever, are typically outweighed by the benefits stated earlier.

7
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Before we discus tegies for promoting the effectiveness of local
. , .

action teams lind for aiding potential pitfalls, let us 'first examine thee

consequences of the team activities in the three schools.

Results of Activities in Three Schools

Both Northern and Southarn Elementary Schools enjoyed very positive

outcomes in different types of school settings an0 utilizing very diifereilt

improvement activities. The case of West Coast Middle School,. however,

exemplifies many of the pitfalls encountered when team activities are poorly
N

pllnned and 'implemented./

Northern Elementary. Through a s eries of activities involving first

a team of stiff and administrators and then the faculty as a whole, the

staff at Northern Elppentary confirmed their initially pdtceiveineeds and

decided to adopt a new reading management system. Although the model for

the new system had.been developed in another.school district, the entire

staff at Northern were involtved in adapting it to meet their site-specific

needs. They wrote a scope and sequence for the reading curriculum, compiled

a checklist. of reading skills for recording *pil progre ss, constructed

criterion - referenced tests for each skill, developed a new reporting system,

and arranged to obtain inservice training in reading instruction. As

a result of their concerted effort, they all feel a great sense of pride in

the reading man agement system. 0

In addition, some significant district-wide changes have occurred as

a result of the program. A school seading teacher'(whose responsibilities

.
were poorly definAd prior to the program) became a very effective and influ-

ential local action team coordinator. Because of the enthusiasm generated by

her activities during the fiat year, the district created a half-time

position for her af,district reading coordinator in order to expand her

leadership pesponsitiltties; this pasitia; grey to fall time after two years.

The three administrators who were trained in the program impil3Vment process- -

the reading coordinator, the elementary principal, and the assistant superin-

tendent for curriculum- -are now assisting in efforts to apply the same

process to an analysis of the reading progiam at qie district's middle
/

school.
.t

r
Southern Elementary, After deciding that an "add -on" program would not

solve the school's problems,,the staff at Southern Elementary chose to adopt

8

4"



a comprehensive strategy knam as Individually. Guided Education (IGE): '
.Developed by the Wisconsin Research and Development Center, the /GE model has

seven components. The most important components tar Southern were a model
i

I
for restructuring the faculty into instructional units with representation.

on a schbol-wide'instiuctional improvement coMmitteea a model for individ-,
r

ualised.instructional programming, based on cross-grsole-level grouping `and

the use of compatible programs in math, reading, and other subjedt areas;

a swidS1 for pupil assessment and evaluation; and a model,for enhancing . 1

home/School/community relatidas. ,..

ig
As the staff at Siuthern Elementary discovered, implementation of IGE

. .

is an ambitious task requiring a considerable amount of staff development.
i

and training, as well as the cooperation of everyone concerned. At times,
\ there was great resistance from some staff. However, after two years of

implementation, most teachers were beginning to feel good about the changes

they had achieved. Reports from the school indicate improvements in teacher

morale as well 'as in student communication and math scores. A teacher who'

Iwas not on the team noted a great deal more cooperation and communication

among the teachers, who had previously felt they could do no more than handle

their own crasdripoms as well as possible. The unprecedented requests by some
, I

studdht teacher 'to return to Southern for theii internships were viewed as
.

evidence that even the schc;"61's reputation was improving.

I

1

West..Coast Middle School. Not much has happened as a result=of the

effort to help slow readers at West Coast Middle Schoo l; in fact, many

teachers seem embarrassed by thr4dk of improvement following their involve-
. AD

ment in RDU. The reading program that was selected features a teacher-made

resource file that is to be used by all teachers who . have slowreaders in

their classrooms. It Was selected by a small group of administrators and

teachers on the basis of limited information about the teachers' perceptions

of needs and the program's characteristics. During training provided by/the

program developers, the staff, learned that the program yOuld require more

effort than they had expected in the areas
,

of materials development, pupil

testing, recordkeeping, and retrieval of materials from the resource file.

koredver, the training wiz very poorly) presented, and no attempt. wee made to

address the issue of differences between the developer site .(a rural school

9
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syste in AlAbalarand

.

the adopting school. All but one sub -unit of the

achObl eubsequetitly withdrew from the program. ,
11

..,..-'1
A reading coordinator was hired to help implement the program in the

t'.' remainifi416-qnit, but the teachers quickly. became dijenotrted with
, ,

,,

program and dropped.4t. The reading coordinator is nowoperating a
.

"pullf
. ,

out° remedial reading prog am with little 4uidance f om the principal and
.

little support from the tea taff.- In face, en she attempted to
,

-expand the program to the other sub - units, she fa d resistance from the
1 -

staff, who were opposed to having stedents pulled from theif classes.

Currently the. prbgram is operating on. 4:very smaliscal.e, and its future
-

r outside funds for the reading coordinator aredepends entir

continued.

:-
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ORGANIZATION ce A LOCAL ACIION.TEAM

What roles and functions can a team perform?

Thus far, we have referred to lcCal act1o6 teams primarily as dec sion -

making bodies. Actually, the roles and functions performed by local act ion

teams varied a great deal across the scbools we studied. Basically, there

were three different soles played by the teams: facilitating the change

effort, making decisions regarding the Change effort, and implementing th

&elected products or ideas In some sites one team played all three roles

or some of the functions ach role. In other sites, the roles
4

ancill

functions were divided among two or more teams, or among the team, the

faculty, and various individuals. *

Di our definition, a facilitating team is one that initiates meetings

of a larger decision-makia group, plans the agendas for these meetings,

helps to.spark phe enthusiasm of the participants, structures and facili-

tates the group p c ss, collects,and presents the necessary information for

d- ecision making, f911cms up on details. between meetings, seeks administratiye

suppo t and cooperation, and serves as the primary co ntact between the school

and xternal'ccosultants or information resources. In some RDU sites, the

f ilitating team also screened the initial options for action and wrote the
if

first drafts of problem statements, search requests, and implementation

proposals or plans. ktacilititting team may be formally organized, but in

many RDU sites the functions of a facilitating team were assumed informally

by several members of a larger group. In our study, we referred to the

people who took charge, kept things moving, resolved minor problems, and

fannel7nthusiasm among the fatty as "internal change agents," or the 'in-

ternal chanas agent team.

1 A decision-making team is one formed for the purpose of reviewing in-
.

formation; brainstorming, discussing, and prioritizing options at each step :'

making the final decisions for deciding ort, recommendations to the adminis-

tration); .and revising or approving drafts of the problem statements, `search
*A44

* 4

,requests. and implementatidn proposals or plans. In soFe RDU sites,, the de-

cision -making .may was the faculty as a whole, while in''''others a sialler but

still representative body made the decisions.

i
An implementing team is a trained cadre or nucleus of implementers.. The

. . 4

memberi participate in training sessions about the adopted solution, develop
a



r,

related materials and activities, participate in Adapting the solution to fit

the site's needs and context, -implement the solttion in their owic classrooms,

evaluate and provide feedback on the solution, and occasionally recruit and

train additional implementers.. In some of the schools we studied, there was

- no team at all until the implementation stage: an administrator took the

responsibility for identifying a problem and selecting a solbtion. As we

noted earlier, this strategy seemed dequate when the administrator was a

trusted leader who was attuned to the chers' concerns. Yet the expe-
..

rience of some sites indicates thpse conditions ai difficult for sdranir

trators to judge on their own, and it is ,sometimes better for an aiministga=

tor to get. systematic input from a decision - making group than to assume heor
she knows what the teaCheri are thinking.

No matter what roles or functions it is designed to perform, the team

will eventually need the support of the administration in order to have any

impact. This issue is discussed further in a later section. The following

sections discuSi optimal team size, representation, and training, as summer-
4

ized in Figure I.'

Is there an optimal team size?

The optimal team size depends largely on the role the team is expected

to play. On the one hand, we'found that a facilitating team could be very

effecti4e with as few as three members, particularly if both the administra-

tion and the faculty were represented. In our judgement, small facilitating

teams, were more efficient and helped the scl)ools to aimed the problem of

faculty "burnout," a situation that sopme occurred when too many people

were involved in too many meetings. A decision-making team, on the other

hand, generally required at least eight members in order to represent each

group that'would be affected by tilt team's decisions. Some decision-making

teams included as many as 15 or more.meibers, but these teams were less

likely to play an effective decision - making role, beyond assenting to -

decisions made by an administrator or eLamaller facilitating team. Ark

implementing team could be veryiarge of very small, depending on the

number of teachers and supervIsory personnel ultimatel;;4ected to implement

the solution.

Z12
(1
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FUNCTIONS

OPTIMAL SIZE

Figure 1

TYPES OF LOCAL ACTION TEAMS

FacilitatPhq...seam

Initiate meetings
Pljan agendas
Spark the enthusiasm of par-

tioilftnts
Structure and facilitate the

group process
Collect andpresent information
Follow up on details
Seek administrative support and

cooperation
Serve as the primary contact
with external consultants and

information resources
Screen initial optitlis
Write first drafts of problem.

statements, search requests,
implemsntation proposals, and

plans
Monitor implementation

3 to 5 rembjrs

R6RESENTATION Selection criteria%
leadership ability
commitment to project
flexible time allocation
expectation of remaining '

in the system
Candidates include the princi-

pa),,or assistant principal,

,

central office representatives,
and Informal opinion leaders

on the-staff

Decision-making team

1
Review information
Brainstorm, discuss, and

prioritize options

Mekqefinal decisions
Revise or approve drafts of,

problem statements, search
requests, implementation
proposals, and plans

,Review evaluation results

8 to 15 members,

)

re e

than administrators
Representatives of every

relevant grade level or
department

Parents or community members
only An some situations ti

d

I

Implementing team
an

Participateln training sessions
about the solution 4

Develop related materials and .

activities '

Participate in adapting the sot-

' tion to fit the site's/heeds
and context "

Implement th4 solution in own

classroom A
Evaluate and provide feedback
Recruit and train additional

implementers

Varies'depending or-1th', number

of implementer!'

lepeePed to Implement

v

in first stage, plus some who
are expected to implement at '

a later date.

TRAINING Orientation to goals and process
Special training An:

Orientation to goals and Orientation to goals and process
4

process

leadership ,

Special training in solution

problem-solving implepentation

gropp process
formative evaluation

6

finding outside hcp
.O.r.
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Who should, be represented on the team? OP M "
M ,..

e ...Am. 0-- r
There is no single answer-to the question of representation, since

who should be represented depends qn a number of factorm. Among these are j
. .

the or5anizational structure of the school--whether departmentalized or
: .

greided, for example; the scope of the general problem area - -whether it

affects students at all 'or some levels and in all or some subject areas; the

capabilities and interetst;lof those who might be involved; and the designated t

1

roles"and functions of the them. Nevertheless, some general guidelines can

be drawn from our an alysis
4

the members of a facilitatin team should have demonstrated leadership

ability and a Strong cpmmi nt to the project Since, they will be respon-
,

sib a for much of the project'i legwork, they shoo ve a great.deal

exibility to aLlocate iieir.time, either bicause their ,roles allow them

t is flexibility because tet have been given the released time requirt4,

lor.acccmplishing.the tasks. If possible to predict, they should be chosen

on the basis of the likelihood that they will remain in the system at least

through the first year of solution implementation. a obvious ceraidates

for 'a facilitating team- -dIffor a facilitating roe on a decision-making

team- -are the principal or assistant principal, a central,office staff merger
v

with close ties to the s6hOol, and informal opinion leaders on the school

I/staff. ,: 4 I
An implementing team should include all staff who are expected t6-parti- 0,

V
i

111

1

cipate in the first stage implementation, if implementation in stages is
II

being considered, as well as acme staff who are expected to implement. at a .

\

,

latlx,date. If this group is boo large to meet together productive*, it can '
k, Idivided Into.auUgroups - -by grade levels or functions, for example. Coordi-

tion
. .

across subgroups can be accomplished through meetings of the subgroup

1 aders. -- r
. II

. . I

The issue of representation is most critical ,for teams that a re assigned

'

decision-making responsibilities/. In our judgement, the most effective deci-

sion- making

-

!I,

\

teams gave greater representation to teachers and other pote ntial

implementers than to administrators, and included representatives of every
.11

grade level or department that woulebe affected by the team's decisions or e
that had A legitimate interest in those decisions. (For

.

example, teaChers..
I

, in the upper elementary grades.have a legitimate concern about how children are
, .

_

taught in the lower grades, minoe_early_KePASAtion_affects later learni.n92.1...
-
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, If the faculty is very small, or if the change program might require substa

tie]. 'changes in the teaching Styles and behavior of all faculty, then the
,

1

V .

whole faculty should be involved at some point7in the decision process.

Other people who should be represented in decision making are the

principal or assistant principal. ',Their Approval of the group's decisions

may be r equired if policy or the expenditure of school funds is involved, but

"more importantly, we found that the ir support was a critical factor in the

success of school improvement effoits. Otger helpful team members are school

or district specialists in the general pr obleleare a.

There Was no school if our study Where patents or oammunity members had
, ,
a decisive influence over the activities and outcomes of the change program.

However, it might be wise to include parents or Community members ox the

decision-making team if any of the following is true; parent or community

participati011 is an important goal of the school; the 'project is being

undertaken because of parent or community pressure; the project' being cons id-,

ered would equire parent or cOmmunity participation in its implementation;

dehfide the -school is-. in- need of bolstering.

trt If different teams .are responsible for the three roles of facilitating,
A

decision.making, arid implementing,' tHilr memberships should be overlapping.

,Indeed, wheneVer a new team is fooded--for example,. a4" the point of implemen-

- tation--there stupid
W

be sufficient catinuity in membership to ensure that
... r

the knew team benefits from the knowledge and experience of the egemer team's

memders. Of .cpurself some turnover in team members is unavoidable and unpre-

. actable, such as when a principal is treassignedeto another school or when a

teacher suddenly decides to retire. Thege. expected events can cripple a

If .

project if the departing member was a key administrative or faculty
0

support. As fdr as possible, the team should anticipate these events, and

under most oitcumstances turnover in team members should not be introduced

deliberately. In addition/ it is wise to delegate the responsibility so that

no-one person is critical to the group's success.

Are there special cortsiderationa for a departmentalized school?

it may appear that team decisilon making, as we have described it, is not

applicable to very complex..schools, such as departmentalized secondary (or
.

elementary)rsohools. In fact, this is not the case. There were many such

schcOls in our study where team decision making across departments did work

4 I

r
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and:where significant schoolwide charges_ were achiev5d. There are,howeiAri
'

_ .

, some -spools]. consiipratiolp when dealing with a departmentalized school --or,

indeed, when.dealing with any sohoolan which collaboration across units

, (such, asvglade levels) Li unusual. To achi4ve cross-departmental school

improvement, tilere may be a need for extra time to develop the collaborative
.

work arrangpment before real progress can be made towards defining and

resolving a problem. In these cases, it is even more important than usual to

include a representative from each department that will be affected by the

team's deasions - -preferably a representative who is a strong, supportive

opinioh leader. The.department representatives be encouraged to

comunicate the activities of the team to the other members of eteeir depart-

LEA°. P

A .

,

manta. Finally, it should be remembered that not all school improvement
. .4. .

effortd-heed to involve multiple departments. APcm example, if the taygit
.

problem in a secon ary school is reading in the content areas, then there
..0, 40

should be represen yes from several departments besides the language arts

department (such as social studies and science). Huttif the prdblem is
Ar'l

mathematics, egirgAlgation from thematholtios department would probably be
/ .

sufficient.: ' o

/

0 : i
.

* 7 , iji
How can team members be recruited and selected?

,-P , 4 "0 ill. .

Oti MOEM of the RDU sites, the principal either handpicked the team mem- .

1,
_

0
cellberi or recruited, them through a cell for volunteers. Teachers as a group

0
. .-

4

. were frarel; involved in selectingthe individuals who would represent them.

There is no evidence that th caused any problems except in the few sites
4.1,0.-

,,
,

4 where there was an unusu egrets of,faceisvalism among staff.ot antagonis9.
N.,

",," between staff and tbe principal.. In ,these cases ityas difficult to ensure
1

tar.9
that differihg viewpoints here folly represented. Thus, where the selction

process

4

process was not democratic, there were teachers who felt the team had been
z. :

.

ell F
;

...0.
stacked ,tit favor of one point of it

EA . . II

:144, The chief incentiyefor teac rsto participate on the team appearld to

li. AeA
-

he debirecto rieip spite
.

a'y iressingsCho: problem. Flowever41..there were

.c'. inceqvives as well. The opportunity to develop Professionally through
..0i. ,,4}, 400

.; rainipg and through travel toprodyt demonsiratioh sites and conferences;
, *4

he chance to take a
I

leadershipNle in thechangeoeffortl And the availabil'-
P .

1

4, o'

",Ity,of releasti time (ran classes are some examples. In our obiSrVatioq, as

long as progress was being made tbward goals-ox intermediate objectives, team

members did not get bored or drop out. lhavin14clear milestones at interme
c I

. diate points in time ,was helpful to mainiaieteam interest.

16 27
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W hat kinds of preparation should be required for tearembers?

Tttpreparat ion requited for team members again nds partly on the

.role they are expected to play, though, there are mom nds of preparation

everyone should receive. For example; it is partiCularly important that 0

everyone involved in the proCess understand not only what is to beodone and
& %

how it is .to be done, but also where it wirl lead. Thus, the whole faculty

should be giv:il'an adequate orieltation to the goals of the effort. In

addition, the members of a facilitiating team or the leaders of a decisiod-

making or implementing team may need special training in leadership skills,

,problem-solving practic#s, group process techniq4s, formative evaluation

techniques, and, ways to find- and coniact outside resources. The members of

an implementing team will, require special training in how to implement

solutions

In the RDU program, training was usually pro'vided by outside linkers

or consultants from intermediate service agencies, universities, and-so

forth, However, many of the training materials developed for use in the, gnu

..program are now available to other schools and districts (see Appedix).

Is released time necessary?

In our observation, adequate support for released time was an essen-

tial ingredient for successful school change. The schools that we studied

had the advantage Of participating in an externally fynded program. which

providea.finantial sumpoit for teacher released time. Some of the teams

had a day-long meeting once a month for a full year; others were able to
,w

ae6nd week-long training sessions, because funds for the released time

4

00'

,w

j

were available. Also, districts often provided support fox released time--

A .

either from district inservice budgets or from related Title I and Title IVc
4"

grants. b

.
41111414

'..

,4
,

.
...,.

J
'

.

. ' , T

t
Support for released time gave a psychological boost to the change

k

. ,

. -
effort: teachers were more willing to devote their own time to the effort

(after botirs and on weekends) if the district had.shown its willingness to

provide at least some financial support. .

-
'1

It may

,

not be necessary to provide n full day of released time for
C

every sham member every month. however" it is absolutely essential that

the team facfleiato given adequate released time to carry out the . %

myriad tasks that are in coordinating a,schoceimphvement pro-
...

gram. An early Step in planning change effoit:should be to identify
01.0

4
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all the potential sources of local, state, and federal.funding. If funds are

extresely tight, released time say be supported by grouping classes for a

special event such as a film of by enlisting the aid of paient volunteers.

organization of Local Action Teams inabree 'schools

The three schools allocated the functions of facilitating, decision

making, and implementinlasong potential participants in very different ways.

In addition, the ways in whichwthe faculties of the three schools were in-

volved in the activities of the team diverged. These differences account,

at least in part, /0rAifferenqeLim_the_pace-gnd_success_ot theLichqP10

progress 'through the decision-making process., The cases also II ustrate the

critical importance of the facilitating functions. ,

Northerli Elementary. During the first two years of the prograth,

of external consultants facilitateithe egol improvement effort at N

Elementary. This grdup Conducted a series of formal workshops, during w

.

group

rthern

ich

they guided the local action team through a specific sequence of needs

analysis, solution selection, and planning for implementation activities.

The local action team included six tesch1Shc (three of whom specialized in

reading), an elementary counselor, the assistant supeiintendent for curriculum,

and the school principal. The key roles of this team were to participate in

the all-day workshops and'to make decisions at various points with the

guidance of the external consultant group. ...

. .

The nature of the internal team's reSponsibilities changed significantly ,

1e 14

the first two years, as the school moved into an implementation phase. .

entire faculty participated in the Selection of a solution, choosing a

4 reading management system from among three programs presented to them by the
4 .

Om. At this point, the faculty was divided jntd grade-level groups, each'

led by a local acti n,tettaa member. Therehponiibility of each group was to

adapt the management system t the specific needs of the different grades.

The team leader (one of the reading chess who was promoted to a district

position) took responsibilitiy for coordinating these 'activities. The respon-

sibilities of the external consultants then became mote marginal.

Southern,Elementary. All major decisions related to thelproblem-

solviAg process, at Southern Elementary were made by1 the faculty as a whole

during regularly scheduled faculty meetings. Howevec, a very important role

was played. by three individuals- -the school principal, a central, office

18
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resource teacher,(ft curriculum coordinator), and one of the first grade

teacherinwho acted as the facilitator team. The team members were appointed

by the principal, based =filer understanding of the criteria established by

RDU project staff. The functionkf the facilitator team was to help move the

faculty thcough_the pcocedic of defining a problem and selecting and imple-,
.*

mentin, alsolution. They were trained in this role at two statewide' training

sessions sponsored by the project. The facilitators served as group leade

In the faculty meetings and also tried to demonstrate, by their own behavi

- the group process techniques they had been taught. Id addition, they wrote

the first drafts of problem statements and impl ntation proposals,

which were then revised and approved by the faculty. With implementation of

IGE, the new instructional improvement committee posed of the principal

and representatives from each teaching unit took over the functions of

facilitating and decision making,_while the teaching units became directly

responsible for implementation.

...-
West Coast Middle School. The decision-making group of West Coast

Middle School consisted of four teachers representing the four satellite

schools, acounseloc, the principal, And the assistant superintendent for

curriculum. All of the team members were volunteer1. The leadership of the

group was never Specified, and the team members did not receive training or

clarification oftheir roles and functions from the RDU linking agent. The
4

linker's attempts to provide tanical assistance met with resistance from

the team,-who did not view her as an expert resource despite her advanced
I I

degrees and experience in organization development. During one two-diy

workshop, the group identified,pe problem and iielected a program for adop-

tion. The gnoupLiade both these decisions wit tout any input= ratification
, A

from the faculty as a whole. The group then met once to discuss implementer

tion plans. .However, since the group did not incltide any strong facilitators,

its interestAn the, change effort could not be sustained following the

disappointment of the ,first training workshopLThecefore, the group ceased

to fLinctioneven before the product was implemented.

I
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FACTORS AFTECT/M TEAM EFFECTIVENESS: LEADERSHIP AND COMMUNICATION
WITH NON-TEAM MEMBERS

4* -

Bow important is team leadership?
_

. o

Even /hen decisions are made collectively, leadership is still very

important. We have,found that the presence or absence of 4 strong and

. effective team leader--someone who can keep things moving, follow through on

details, resolve minor problems, provide a liaison to exte rnal facilitators,

and maintain staff moti vation and enthusiasm--has a great effect on the

success of team efforts.

In a team setting the leader plays a facilitating rather than a ddci-,

sion-Iseking role. A good team leader does not doMinfte or dictate the

grpup'S decisions't r ather he or she helps structure and guide group

decision-making process. If'the leader begins to exercise to o mu h influence

Over the group's decisions, the attempt to share decision making may backfire

and the staff may become more resistant to the desired changes than if the

participatory:processhad never been established. 4
4

.

Team leadership can be provided by a school principal or assistant

principal, a district curriculum specialist, a strong faculty leader,. or some

other local figpee who is respected by the staff. 'K. thd RDU sites the team'

lead,r4 /ere usually selgeol_by the proincipaf (or by the superintendent 'ini
,

a district-level site).in conference with the external RDU linker. Often,

principals themselves served as the team leaders. Very rarely were the team

leaders democratically seledied. Since there was so little variation in the

method of selection, it is.difficlt to say whether any particulaE method

made a difference. -

In a number of sites, a team 1eider was'never formalk.designated. In

some of these sites, the change effort floundered due to Lack of leadership,

while in others leadership emerged naturally from among the team's members.

Quite often, teachers Oho had not had any previbus leadership respoqsibili-
-

ties rose to the leadership requirements and were very effective in this

role. As noted earlier, the development of new staff leadership capabilities

can be a major side benefit of group problemlo1ving. Nevertheless, where

effective leaders do not exist at the beginning, the decision-making process

may be glow, and there may be a greater need to rely on externaloaaistarice.

. 4

z
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Iri what ways can an external facilitator help the team?

In many instances, an external change agent. -for example, from a state

department of education cc an intermediate service agency - -can compensate for

a lack of ,internal leadetship.on a school team. In these cafes, leadership

. from outside the/Ichool system is greatly appreciated because the e xternal

facilitator has a fr,ssh outlook, has particularly relevant expertise, or

simply has pore time to devote to the effort.

Externally provided leadership can also be helpful in situations where'

the obvious Choice'for an internal leader might not be in the best in erests

of the change pvtgram. For example, the staff may be too dependent on the

internal leader and may leave most of the decision making and implementation

responsibility to him or her. An external facilitator may b' able to get

'team members is take more responsibility themselves. Furthermore, current 11

rel;stions between the internal leader and the staff may be strained, or the

internal leader may find it difficult to assume the role of facilitator,

r

. rather than decision maker.

Thele are cases where external leadership may be rejected.. The stiff

may not trust the external. facilitator's credentials; they'May feel that an

outsider could not possibly understand the local situation; or they may be

defensive ,when dealing with outside "experts" who are going to help them
1

identify and solve their problems. These considerations must all be weighed

... .

when deciding whether to have an external change agel,leed tDe team.
. .

.

External facilitators can pe form oth r important functions in addition

,to provision of team leadership. Th Y
,

cbsarvardomment, and provide feedback on the group's .

activities;
..

,* \11
- provide or arrange for training in a substantive area or F

in problem-solving or grbup process techniques;

. e 'coordinate cc arrange for human and material resources '(for
example, consultants, ifunds for releaied time, etc.);

provide expert coiinsel in

- -
. diagnosing school needs,

, -- aesessind the match between ,innovations and needs,
I . '

-- implementing an inniovation, and

- - evaluating the solution's implementation and effective-.

.
nests;

i
.

help to write proposals, make travel a rrangementse'or take

care of other details; and
1 .

serve as a dbamunications link betweeri the school and
e l other external providers of assistance. . At

,
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Oct analysis showed that to extent to which linking agents in the RDU

program provided these services, and the amount of. time they gave to.an RDU

site, were significantly correlated with measures of success at the local school
Y

level. .

r

0
.

t

1

How important is the support of the principal?

We found that it was,not essential for the prncipal to become actively

involved in the change program. flowevere the principal's support for the
.4-

change program was crucial:vs

Principal. support Should not be taken for'granted. Even if the principal

is not
,

a;
7
active team member, he or she''shoUld be kept informed of the team's

activities and ol decisions that are taking place. Everz effort should,be:

made to ensure that the principal's support is genuine during all phases ok

team activity.

Ihe principal's 'support is eSpedially critical aft the poIt of imple-

menting a cilOsen solution. If school-wide SmRlementation is desired, the

principal has to take a leadership role to mak sure r everyone participates.

'Even though the decision may have been participatory, teachers will feel

that actual use of the selected prcd)-et is optional unless.the principal

tells them otherwise. Purthermore,Vthe principal controls the.41ocation
. i

of school resources which will be needed for bontinuation of the-solution

7 . .... .

beyOnd the ttial itag?4 , a.

What about the faculty as a whole? How should they be involved?

A potential problem in teat decision making arises when.the team's
,

.

. 4 1

decisions ate not accepted by other .faculty members or do not elicit ac-

tive faculty support. This can happen even thought the pmam has been given a

\
\

clear mandate to make dedisions that affect the entire school or an entire

group of teachers. The problem can be,avoided if steps are takeri from the

beginning to spread project ownership.

Such steps include involving the entire faculty in an orientation tethe
_

goals of the schooltimprovement effort and the role of the team,.making sure

,,t that team members adequately represent the viewpoints of their constituencies.
i

:. (for mple, the different grade levels), maintaining regular communication

:r
.

.11

te activities (through faculty meetings,'neum bulletins, sharing of

agendes, open team meetings, etc:), and giving the entire faculty the chance

to voteco problem privities and solution deqisions.

22 33
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While consensus -buildidd`ectivities are imphrtant'throughout the school
II

improvement process, they seem to be eapectallyimportant at,the point of

plannilig for impleientation. In fact, an effective strategy used in.,'" num-
,

11"ter of schools at that point was to expand the team'smembershipto include

more of the po&nt,tref implebenters.
,

.
...."......

I.

Leaders* in Three Schools e t

The three schools --Northetn Elementary, Southern Elementary, and West
, ,

I
Coast Middle School - -had very dif fe rent histories of leadership for school

l
Varga. Each had some difficulty developing a stable pattern of leadership

II
for the school improvement. activities being tackled bi their teams. These

,

problems were effectively resolved in the cases of Northern and Southern, but
/

IIcontributed to the general setbacks that confounded the change effort at West

Coast Middle School.

II
. Northern Elementary. Both the and the assistant superin-

.

tendent for curriculum were ve supportive of the group decision-making4

process at Northern. As team members, they attended all team
.

meetings, II

though they chose to play non-directive roles. The philosophy underlying the

principal's approach is revealed in a letter to the RDU project director,
I/

where he emphasized '...the need for grassroots involvement...fandl insisting

on staff making the decisions...as staff will have to live with such de- I
cisionse" .

r

Internal guidance for the curriculum improvement effort was to be
. .

II
provided by the team coordinator, who was promoted from reading teacher to

distzitereadingcoordinator during the course of the project. This individ-

ual was inexperienced and uncertain of her role for the first months of the

41.

project, butslater emerged as an energetic enthusiast who was viewed as an

importaht component of the success of the school's improvement effort.

.

helped to4compensate for the relatiA factor that weak internal

leadership situation during the first year was the intense assistance provided I
hy an external. consultant group. This group was composed of staff from

.

. . several agenciesOncluding the state department of education, the regional
III. .

i'^Nbintermediate service agencyp.an educational research' and development lab, and
li.

.
.

II

an educational research and information service. During some of the local

workshops, the external consultants actually outnumbered the members of
.

the local action team) The linker,wap an employee of the intermediate

23 34.



service agency. She was very active behind the scenes and provided encourage-
s,

menttp the staff, helped them to complete assignments begun during the

workshops, worked with meMbers:of the extercal consultant team to tailor the

processes to fit the echooi's particUlar deeds, and made all the logistical 1

arrangements for the workshdpi.
4

/

Southern Elementary. The active involve t of the school principal was

a illnificant factor that contributed to the achievement of fundamental,

school-wide change at Southern Elementary. In fact, the principal pushed

hard for adoption of a cceprehensive sention to the school's problems and,

specifically, for adoption of me. This pressure almost backfired, since
.

some staff initially resisted the implementation of /GE Simply because they

felt it was being forced on them. Although the decision was made by total

faculty consensus, some teachers reportedly felt as though *words were being

put into their mouths." Paradoxically, /GE itself calls for more participa-

tory decision making through the establishment of instructional units and a

representative instructional itprovement committee. With the help and

encouragement of a university-based WE consultant and a newly hired assistant

pr.-korai for curriculum, both the staff and the principal slowly gained

confidence in the decision - waking capability of the committee.

Another individual who played an important facilitative and suppoitive-

, role in the change effort was the school's external linker, in t)is ease an

employee of the local teacher education center. The linker was extensively

involved in the school's problem-solving activities: she met with the ''''\

.
.

school's facilitators several times a week for long periods of time; attended

all the faculty meetings related to the project; helped with planningaage , briinstorming, writing and editing proposals; and pdt the school in

touch with. technical assistance and material resources. As the principal

said, *It's easy to sit back and say I'm doing the best I can. The support
.

person really-gives you more incentive to try, and she broadens your
,,..

4

pee4Rzctive.°
.

.

West Coast Middle Scholl. West CoastiMiddie School would not have

attempted,anikrganized effort to solve sits problem with slow readers had it

not been for the instigation of the district_assistant superintendent. This
. .

person was described as a very skillful, charismatic individual. However,
. .

once the program was selected, he apparently moved on to other interests

and provided little continuing support. The principal of West Coast Kiddie

24
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School was a low-profile administrator Who chose not to rally staff support

for the program and who delegated alI responsibility for program implementa-

tion to the school's reading coordinator., 11

The linker made bi -weekly visits to assist the reaping coordinator

with evaluation plans, implementation strategies, and the specifics of

eve aping an effective instructional grogram. However, the lack of forceful

leadership when the new reading program was first selected was not overcome' 1
during the implementation stage.
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PACTORS'AFTECTING TEAM EFFECTIVENESS: PROCESS

flow important is the problem - solving model? "' eN\.

r

Earlier, we mentioned that locia action teams in the RDU program were

expected to follow a 'problem-solving/knowledge utilization' model to ac-

.,complidh the specific objectives of their

The key characteristics of this model are

Lion of school needs or problems prior to

school improvement of rts.

thbrough analysis and prioritiza-

searching for school improvement

strategies; a search outside the local school system for assistance and

Information (particularly in the search for solutiong to problems); and a

focus Isolations thelt have

i
en field-tested and empirically validated.

lOne can talk about the model ra f?ur-phase process beginning with problem
'identification 4nd continuing_with solution selection, planning.for implemen-

tation, a, nd implementation tself. Although largely sequential, the Phases,

or stages, often overlap i 44practice.

To judge the exteht to which the RDU sites had engaged in sound problem7

solving processes, we identified a number of criteria for each stage of a

rational" problem-solving model. These criteria are listed in Figure 2. In

our subsequent analyses, we found that adherence to the problemlsolving
. .

practices was significantly correlated with the degree of positive organiza-
.

tionar change - -that is, with a summary index of the amount of improvement in
. .

curriculum, materials, methods-, Structure, teacher morale, pupil performance,

and scope or. severity of the targeted problem. To summarize, improving the

qu ality of the problem-solving process apparently had a significant impact

upon the functioning of the school and the quality of its curriculum.

What is a reasonable schedule of meetings and milestones?

In order to maintain staff enthusiasm fpr the school improvement effort,

the process should not be allowed to drag on too long. In particular, it is

important not to use up all the energy and motivation for the project during

problem"identification and ablution selection, since no lasting impact can be

achieved unless a solution is actually implemented. conversely, the team

should not assume that a very general definitiod of a problem (such as we

have a reading problems) will be sufficient to indicate the types of.curri-

cula, materials, of methods that would bi most useful. Another potential pitrr

fall, which we observed fairly often, was the tendency of teams to define the

44 ,W1/ .
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Figure 2 ,

PRACTICES CONTRIBUTING TO SOUND PROBLEM SOLVING

Pioblem identification

Alternative definitions of the problem are posed and carefully con-
sidered. The problem is not simply 41 restatement of
assumptions about needs or the pet theory of a particular cliq e or. A

individual.

,

Adequate evidence of the problem is obtained (though, in some cases,
this may not extensive documentation or new data coilec4on)., .

IThe problem is analyzed before the search foi a solution is begun....

'This includes: N
identifying concrete problem indicators

J_ analyzing -perceived causes
assessing specific needs . y . -

-- weighing these needs in relation to other school
priorities

The definition of the prpblem is clear, manageable, and acceptable to
both the administration 1-hd relevant staff. The problem definition is \ I
.neither too narrow (trivial) nor too broad (grandiose). V

Solutionselection
. I

1

vo Appropriate external resoaces are consulted in the search for a

solution; this may include ,an intermediate service district, J
the-state department of education, universities, educational R&D
labs, educational information storage and retrieval services, etc.

The selectiatprocess begins mainly after suggestions are obtained I
from the appropriate external resources. If locally familiar solu-

4 tions are contemplated whil9 the formal search process is taking
place, the final selection is postponed until the formal search
process is completed and all alternatives are considered.

1

i A
The alternatives are- -carefully examinedi their-me-r-i-ts and -demerits- iare examined according to explicit criteri, including:

evidence of effectiveness ,. )

.

-- relevance to the original problem statement" Isuitability and manageability in the local .

school ca:text

...
-- acceptability to both the administration ...--

and relevant staff
.

. other locally determined criteria

Additional information about the solution i s soug ht (for example,
through site visits, donsultation, etc.) or additional searches are
ordered when questions arise that are unanswered by the information

by the original search.

27
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Figure 2 (copleded)

Plannin r
.

implement ion

The oonitrainti that affect implementation are realistically
assessed and efforts re made to resolve them.

Administrative support and cooperation and. the support and cooperation
of potential implementi s are gainedor reinforced.

Formal plans are drawn

- - leadership and s
-- field trials

resource needs -( ney,---materialsr-leguipment)-

-- scheduling of tr atment
- - distribution of eatment among student s and staff

-- training or staff development
-- feedback or evil Lion

-- public relations ith nonparticipating staff or community

Measures are taken to ensue that the chosen product or program
airs its essential feat res and goals in the course of imple-

mentation.

p to govern:

offing of implementati9n eam

yr

The product is modified, a

o ions product or-
- - genuine local needs

unalterable contra
special opportuniti
low for-enhancement

<:::-/Implementition

All elements of the impleme
realized in some form.

needed, to anticipate:

rogram defects
of students or staff
nts of the situation
a or leverages in the situation that al-
of the product or the program's effect

2

tation plan are borne in mind and

Any difficulties that arise, during impleientation are realistically

assessed and efforts are m

Measures are taken to ensur
retains its essential feat
tation.

e to resolve them.

that the chosen product or rogram
res and goals throughout impl men-

)
The product is modifiedi a needed, to_ respond o:

-- obvious prciduct o program defects
-- genuine loc of Students or staff
-- unalterable conk raints of the situation
- - special opportun ties or leverages in the

situation that ow for enhancement of
the product or e program's 'effect'
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problem in terms of the type'of inhovition,56ey wanted, rather lhan,catef011y

analyzing torrent weaknesses in the school's, pr;gram. Thus it ii very 4

important to avoid over - simplifying the plocess, white at the same time
4.

maintaining team momentum. A reasonable goal i$ to spend no more than one
. ,

school year--or even lessidentifying the problem and Selebting a solution.
. .

IIIf the process is begun in the fall, the school year then ends on a high
.

. _ .

note,
...
with everyone looking forward to positive action toward implementation

the following year. . e 11

. ..,

It is more difficult to suggest a. reasonable level of effort to the ..

o.O.

pr se within this _time span. The level of effort depends on whether the 1.
,. II-

.

.

.

sch of hasleen through the process before, how much new data collection and
.0 4

anal sis are needed, how broadly the problem is defined, and how complex the
II

}planned solutions are. In our observation, if the goal'is to achieve very
. 0

. .

broad and significant changes, the team should tie willing to devote consicler- I
able effort. to the process 7 such as.30 or more person-days (days times

persons) per year. In most cases, this would- allow for weekly meetings of

about one hour, or monthly meetings of several hours or more. If beams meet,
t,

less frequently,an once a month, there tends to be a serious loss of
.

11momentum between meetings.

The Problem-Solving Process in Three Schools

The teams at Northern, Southern, and West Coast Schools had very differ-

ent experiences in terms of the activities in which they engaged and the,

amount of time they'spent on these activities. As seen in the vignette

'below, the process at Northern was very detailed, involved very high levels

of efforts and took a long tine. This was, at least to some extent, due to

LAO of experience on the part of school staffmembers, although the staff

believed that they spent too much time on problem'detAnition. At West Coast

Middle-iSchool, few of the activities presehted in Figure 2 were conducted.

unjlie "Are process of defining the probkem, choosing a solution, and.planning II

for implementation was 80 ebbreviited.that there was no time for reflection

on the match between the school's needs Ind the improvement activities

IIintended to'meet those needs. At/Coutherp Elementary, the process was closer

to our ideal model.

Northern Elementary. The "kick -off" for the curriculum improveMent ef-

fort at Northern Elementary was a one-hour orientation session for the entire ,

faculty in October 1976. Two months later, members of the external consultant

group visited the school to conduct Individual interviews with the teachers

29 4a '1.4
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O. .
a P.
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Alto observe their classrooms.. The information obtained duri/4 this
.,

e. .

. . s

visit--including a prelikinbry anal is of problems perceived in the reading

program--was, shared with the local ac ion team a its first meeting, held I
3 . -. -:

late in 'January 1977. Between Janna and AugusC11977 eight full days of
....

tte

!
meetings were depoted to further specificaEion,de student and program,

"".. ,

need i between meetings argreat deal of effort was spent collecting And

4
.0

analyzing data through teacher interviews, student testing, etc. The result
%

was A probleltitatement that confirmed the needs voiced by the tpac.hers at
tt. ..

, __the beginning of the effort. R. e .
1

144,',..

-

.° A
,-,

-The staff at Northern Faintained their enthusias0Pfor the projtkt de--
.

. - .

spite their feeling that too much time had been, spent on ircIalpidentifi-

. cations During-August and Beptembei 1977 the local action tear met twice
-.

(againt these were fu -day sessions) to specify solution selection. eriteria

and.to screen the Alternative's selegted for' them by the project staff."4,ix

of theiealtertiatives were presented to the faculty during an all-day meetirxjb
4

in October. An all-day follow-up meeting of the local action team. confirmed

the faculty's decision to adopt the reading management system. During' the

19'7 -'78 school year, the local action team met.only three timeh; these SeS-

sionstwere devoted to developing an implementation elan Finally, in July
q

1978 the local action team participated in a full week ofintensive inservice

in the adoption of the rgaliing management system. A one -day"ission for the

entire faulty was held in October 1978. The remainder of theyefir was spent

in modifying the reading management system for use An the school. Parts of

the lydtem werelinally iFplemented in the fall of'1979.
,-

Southern Elementary. The entire faculty of Southern Elementary was
4 ,

oriel[ to the goals of thefRDu program during a 'one-hour faculty meeting
Nit

jin.September 19.76. The three facilitators thed'attended'atwo-day, state-

wide grientation.meeiing, where nth 'were trained in group problem-solving

., .. techniques. later that month, th tfaculty brainst4rmed problems during'a

.
one-hour faculty. Reeting* After thb meeting, the results were summarized

1.,

.by the facilitating team and distributed to ctthe fauZty for pripritization.
.

4

In January toe facilitatory
4

anotheranother five -dayistatewide workshop iits

!
.

.which they learned how.tp clarify the school's prdblemis and rite d' problem.
0. . 1

statement. Mikis information wa shared with the faculty during another staff

meeting later in the month. Between .anPuary and March 1977, the cilitatr.
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1

. team set sevetal times to work on the problem statement and op a request for

information on relevant products. The drafts of these documents were re-
.

. viewed by key faculty members.

when the suggested alternatives were received from the project staff

several weeks later, the facilitator team met several timei to.screen the

products, three of which they chose.to present .to the faculty. The faculty ,

then met in gradelevel groups'Eo discuss and prioritize the options. During

the following mdhth, various steps were taken to gain more information about

the options, including visits to sites where the products were being used,

awareness Sessions conducted product consultants, and a meeting with ex-
.

ports in the state department of education. The final decision towselect

IGE was arrived at_in two faculty meetings in June 1977. 'Durirsthest sleet-

inqs, the staff were divided into cross-grade groups, each of which had to

reach aconsensui through collective deliberation. Suring.the second meeting

they decided on IGE.

Planning for implementation of IGE took place during a two-day session

in the summer of 1977, and the first day of planning for the school year was

also devoted to a discussion of IGE. The school began the year under the WE

,organizational model, and a university-based consultant in IGE then met with

the staff on a monthly basis throughout the year to provide them with inten-

s1,56 inservice in all aspects of the innovation.

TII
West Coast Middle School. Problem identification and product screening

for West Coast Middle School were:el:Kith accOmpgshed during a two-dj wofekshop

in the late spring of 1977. Nang the first day of this session, the

decision-making group br6ainstokmed about problems with the schooVs rcmdin9,

program and also discussed the school's objectives. These problems and, 4

objectives were diffuse ihd not -prioritized. The next step was to have teen

a specification of program selection Criteria; however, the teachers were -

'impatient anal wanted to review available products. Therefore, the following

I

day was spent examining and discusjing materials on hand at the regional

ft,

udational lab where the meeting was being held. A few phone calls were

age to developers, and; by the end of, the day, a program'for teaching glow
t

readers had been selected. A follow-up meeting during the summer was devoted .

f .

to a discussion of implementation plans, including arrangements'for a training

workshop in September. This training session proved to be enormously
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disappointing because the trainers were insesitive to the differences

between West Coast Middle School and their own schools. Most of the school's

teachers later dropped out of the program. Nothing happened3for several

scmths, until the school's reading coordifiator was hired. After thit, very

little attyntion was paid to the program except by the reading coordfrAtor

and the RDU linker. With very little supportfrom the principal or staff,

the reading coordinator deVeloped a remedial reading program that is quite

different from the program Originally selected.

os,
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Local action teams can be an effective vehicle for shared decision
0'

4'

e viaking in school improvement ajfkrts. 'Mired decision making facilitates

the achievement of school impro!mment objectives by spreading project

ownership; by eliciting multiple perspectives, insights, and expertise; by

minimizing the effects of a priori assumptions; and by focusing attention on

objectives that might otherwise be neglected. Shared decision making may off
ti

also improve staff morale; improve coordination, communication, and.artic-

- elation 4Itlkin and across grade levels; and help foster staff development. i/

A,number of factors can contribute to the effectiveness of a local

action team. The most.important of these are:

representatItVan the team of both ; administrators and

those who .willbe directly affected by the "visions,
namely t4actieros; '.,

"--,

,

, adequate 15reparaticir 'ft4r 'team roles ; '

04,/
-31) 0;

strong and effecti ,tenor( leddership;
....F.T

collectiOx Veratio land democratic decision
.

makingC
-

-d support :pFincip 1 -i-and, if the principal

.
is not )riif, in ved, 'Adequate communication

. ' with the im iial
.4 AO

4th.. 1
't) .*esistan0e.tromcan external facilitator as required;

,
. . .
wseffortiiipspread project ownership to non-team

. m emOers;,

adherence to sound groblem-solving practices;
. i

- adherence to a reasonaiole'scheule of meetings and
milestones .

,

`0 a reasonable balance between process sophistication
i'd simplicity, especially in. problem identification;

, f
A.Id

,

JP

4Afillingness and ability to devOte considerable energy
and resources to the school improvement effort.

/ e I

I
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A NOTE ON METHODS

The recommendations presented in this ie0ort are based on an analysis of

qualitatipe (non-quantified) data frO6 49 sites that participated in the RDU

program. These sites were selected from among 91 sites on which Abt Associ-

ates ba4 both qualitative and quantitatite data, in order to focus only on

the most typical site: one with a school - level, ascppcsed,to district-level,

local action team. Although this type of sitt represents approximately 70

perdent of the 91 sites, at the time this report was being prepared data were

available only on the 49 included in the analysis for this report.

A few of the sites were 'case study sites" These sites were 'visited

regularly by a Case study writer over a period of several years. The case .

4

study writers were employed by the seven operational RDU projects rather

than by Abt Associates, though the Abt AssOciates research team had some

influence over the content and analysis of the case study data. The case

study sites were not chosen by use of a statistical sampling scheme; however,

all projects selected the sites to be included in case Studies before there

were any data that would hate allowed a prediction of "success." Each

sponsoredsponsored the develppment of case studies on at least six of the
4

sites they served, although at the time this report was being prepared, very

few of the Case studies were available. As a result, this report is based on

darta 'from just 14 "case study sites.".

Most of the sites were visited by members of the Abt Associates research

teales\The number of person-days at a sfte varied from four to seven. During

the sitikvisits, a topical guide was used as a basis for conducting open-ended

interviews with school and district administrators and with a sample of be-

tween five and ten teachers and specialists at each site. ato visit notes

were developed on the basis of the interviews and were written according to

the topical interview guide. Sites were seiacted for site visits as follows;

each project nominated their most problematic site and the site that best ex-
.

amplified what they were trying to do; four more were sampled randomly frl

among the remaining sites in each project, excluding those which were "case

study sites."' .
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Due to the elimination
%

of sites with district -level local action teams,
t

the analysis for this 'report focused On sites in only five of the seven

RDU projects, excluding the sites in the National Education Association ..

. .

and Georgia State Department of Education projects. While the report thus

omits such that is unique about these two projects, our subsequent analyses

of their sites reveals that the recommendations presented its manual
.

.,

are also applicable to them.

For this repoit, the case studies and site visit materials were read

and synthesized by the primary report authors. Key findings were also sub-
.

stantiated by analyses of our quantitative data on all 91 sites. For pre-

liminary results from these analyses, see Linking R&D With Schools: Product

. and Process (Karen Seashore Louis, k980). This report is available from Apt /'

Associates Inc. for $1.00. 7.
Later analyses in this project will be based not only on these data,

but upon a survey of teachers and principals in a total of 131 sites. These

surveys focus more extensively on the practitioners' attitudes toward the

services that they received in the program. The final,reports of the study'r

including a final report to practitioners, will be available in the spring of

1981.

t
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INFORMATION FROM THE RDUPROGRAH

II

Each of the seven RDU.prodects developed a numbeiof products that could
10

be useful to schools about to initiate a school impr ement effort, or to

external agents responsible for assisting in such'eff t . These products

have been cataloged by The NETWORK, which operated one of the seven projects

and which later received a contract from NIE to gather and document informa-

tion on the products of all seven pr,ojects. he catalog resulting from this

contract is celled Resources fo! Educational Program Improvement: A Collec -'

tion of Materials from the R&D Utilization Program'. Available from ERIC or

from the Regional Exchanges, the catalog describes 60 doc_rents and tells how

to obtain them. The documhnts include:

resources to help school staff work through as.program
improvement processincluding how-to-do-it manuals;

role-related resources for linking agents--including
one project's 'tool kit' and a handbook;

resources from'educational R&D--includ4pg descriptive
program catalogs and ayntheies of resedich findings,
with emphaiis on the applicability of findings tp the
classroom; and 6.

resources describing the RDU projects' experiences
and learnings.

Further information may also be obtained on the Abt Associates study.

The following reports are currently available or will be available shortly:.

Linking R&D With Schools: An NIE Program and its Policy Context

-o Linking R&D With Schools: An Interim Report

pp Use of R&D Products in the RDU Program

wining and Support of Educational Linking Agents

Reports on project ma nagemeht practices and issues, lrnking agent roles ih

the EDU_program, and perspectives for analyzing school improvement efforts

(a casebook for school aekinistrators(wili.be available in the fall of 1980.
A'Pe

The final technical report 0: the RDU study --and a final report Se_practition-

erg --will be available in the late finteiof 1901. All of these reports may

be Obtarmed,-at-ccri-by-W4ting to

Dr. Xaren Seashore Louis, Ph.D.
Abt Associates Inc.
55 Wheeler Street
Cambridge, eA 02138
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